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Abstract—In this paper we investigate collaborative learning that takes place in a city with the support of mobile and wireless technology. Based on a literature review, we identify and discuss four main roles that technology can play in supporting: (1) performance of shared tasks, (2) social networking, (3) active participation, and (4) visibility of learning. We claim that the full potential of new technology emerges by supporting learning that comes from exploration, interaction, and serendipity. Realizing this potential raises a number of technical challenges that are still largely unexplored. In particular, we claim that there is a need to move from applications design to a service-oriented infrastructure that eases the development and adaptation of applications for multiple and interleaved learning experiences. Services that are common across different learning scenarios and can be used as building blocks need to be identified. The aforementioned roles are the first step towards this direction.

Index Terms—City-wide learning, collaborative learning, learning scenarios, technology mediated learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

The advances and diffusion of mobile and ubiquitous technology have influenced considerably our everyday life (the way we communicate, arrange our activities, etc.), changing our habits and practices by freeing us from the confines of the desktop activities [1]. Ubiquitous and mobile technologies have also affected the younger generations that have grown up being familiar with those systems and being used to handle them. For example, a study conducted by Jones, Fleuriot, Williams, & Wood [2] proved that children are attracted by the use and potential of pervasive computing and mobile technology; this means that children opportunities to engage with the urban environment are increased. In general, there has been a growing interest in physical spaces and on the role of technology in city-wide environments [1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Many projects investigating new kind of learning activities have also moved their attention to the urban environment [2, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. Ubiquitous and mobile technologies might facilitate learners to continue their learning outside their classrooms, when and where they desire, through exploration and interaction. Learning activities will not be confined simply to formal learning in the classroom, but more activities will be carried out outside it, e.g. in museums, libraries.

This research is conducted in the framework of the FABULA project (www.idi.ntnu.no/~divitini/FABULA/), which aims at developing novel principles and technical solutions for city-wide learning enabled by seamless roaming in mobile networks, with focus on services that allow people to take an active role in collaborative processes of knowledge construction and sharing.

In this paper we investigate how technology can support different aspects of mobile and collaborative learning in a city-wide context. The research area we want to address in this paper is at the intersection between city-wide application research and collaborative and mobile learning (Fig. 1). That is, our focus is not simply on the role of mobile technology, but all kind of technology that can support learning that occurs across urban locations, learning arenas and communities.

We believe that these applications open up for a new space of possibilities that is still largely unexplored, challenging many of our assumptions on learning experience and communities.

City-wide technologies allow supporting not only small groups of students performing specific tasks, but also the collaboration that takes place within loosely coupled groups. Considering the mobility of students, we believe that support for learning cannot neglect issues connected to participation to multiple communities, and how mobility across communities can hinder or foster learning. This choice finds a clear grounding in theoretical backgrounds that look at learning as situated and, as such, relates to learning as participation in communities [15]. While the Internet has put the focus on distance education and on collaboration among people that are geographically distributed, mobile and wireless services allow to bring again into the picture local issues, recognizing the critical role of place and local communities in learning, supporting not only interactions with “others around the world, but also —and, perhaps more importantly, with people nearby. Groups of people using these tools will gain new forms of social power, new ways to organize their interactions and exchanges just in time and just in place” [16] pp. xii. The challenge is therefore to design what Thackara [17] calls new geographies of learning, “configurations of space, place, and network that respect the social and collaborative nature of learning – while still exploiting the dynamic potential of networked collaboration” [17] pp. 147.

Figure 1. Area of research
In this paper we reflect on the different roles that technology can play in city-wide collaborative learning. Focusing on a socio-constructivist approach to learning, we have identified in the literature four main roles played by applications in supporting (1) performance of shared tasks, (2) social matching and networking, (3) active participation, and (4) visibility of learning. We underline that the distinction that we provide is mainly for analytical purposes and the different roles are often played in an interleaved way in any given system. The four main roles presented in this paper might not be exhaustive; for instance, we have mainly focused on co-located peer collaboration rather than remote virtual collaboration.

After presenting the different roles, we discuss challenges in the design of support for city-wide learning. In particular, considering the dynamic and the emerging nature of the learning experiences that we aim at supporting, we claim the need to design learning systems that are not monolithic entities, but are rather a dynamic and contextualized composition of services satisfying specific needs. In this perspective one of the challenges ahead is to look at commonalities among different learning contexts to identify basic services that can then be combined, possibly by end-users, to provide more complex support. An initial list of these services includes management of social networks and shared places, as well as support for contextualization of learning.

II. ROLES OF CITY-WIDE APPLICATIONS IN SUPPORTING COLLABORATIVE LEARNING

In this section, we present the four main roles that city-wide applications play in supporting collaborative learning experiences. In particular, we look at scenarios where learning is mainly promoted through exploration, interaction and serendipity. For instance, we look at applications employed in museums or during field trips that allow students to experience things at hand, exploring both the surroundings and people there, interacting with more experienced peer or experts in the field that they might serendipitously meet there. These scenarios address both formal and informal learning situations where the learning goals might not always be identified a priori. As noted in [18], “for mobile and informal learning, […] learning objectives may develop on-the-fly as a response to interactions with the environment”. In such situations it becomes challenging also to evaluate the learning process, especially when it occurs across multiple settings and technologies, in this case the Vavoula and Sharples [18] suggested to collect evidences that productive learning has happened, e.g. “to watch for instances where learners show responsibility for and initiate their own learning, share learning with experts and peers” [18] pp. 297.

In the following each one of the roles identified is illustrated with a scenario and a brief literature review of relevant systems.

A. Performing Shared Tasks

This first scenario looks at the city as an arena for performing collaborative learning tasks. Its purpose is to highlight the possibilities of performing shared tasks among a group of people that are distributed. A possible scenario is explained in Table I. There are a number of systems and research efforts that promote and support performance of shared tasks.

In [21], the mediaBoard system, to encourage learners to contribute to online projects, is presented. This system was designed for supporting communication and the exchange of ideas among students using text and picture sent using either mobile phones or PC. Cook, Bradley, Holley, Smith, & Haynes [22] presented a learning environment that facilitates teamwork over multiple communication devices making use of a mediaBoard system as a multimedia message board. Students used the mediaBoard to communicate with their team and collaborate together to complete their assignment.

TABLE I. SCENARIO 1 – PERFORMING SHARED TASKS

| The teacher has just given out a new assignment about pollution. The students have to investigate the status of their local environment (exploration). Anna, George, and Isabel are assigned to the same group and they decide to divide their tasks. Isabel will cover the area around the main square, while Isabel will monitor the status of the river. While Isabel is at the river, she meets an old fisherman who has a lot of information on how pollution has impacted during the years the life in the river (serendipity). She uses her PDA to contact the others and ask if they have some questions they would like to ask. In the meanwhile, Anna sends to George the data she has collected to check if the process she is following is correct (interaction among group members). While out in the field, George meets a class working on a similar project. He shows the data he has collected so far to one of the students. The teacher of the class overhears the conversation and joins in, giving some good tips about their approach (serendipity and interaction). George is now able to answer Anna in a more precise way. | 34 | http://www.i-jim.org |
Several other projects have addressed the issue of supporting performance of shared tasks in the form of collaborative games. Kurti, Spikol, Milrad, Svensson, & Pettersson [23] proposed a game-base activity that fostered children’s collaborative problem solving skills within a group of students across different locations (indoor in a museum and two others outdoors location). Several smart phones, in addition to desktop computers, were used for several purposes: to support communication with instant messaging applications, to trigger events through a code reader, to control the contents related to a specific task, etc. Activity Theory was used to guide the design process; the activities were designed in order to impose the division of labor that successfully forced the coordination of tasks and collaboration among subgroups.

Savannah is another important project that promotes collaborative learning through a strategy-based adventure game where a virtual space, the savannah, is mapped directly onto a real space. The children act as they were lions in a savannah, navigating through the environments by using mobile handheld devices. Using aspects of game play, Savannah challenges children to explore and survive in the augmented space. In order to succeed they must coordinate their efforts adopting the strategies used by lions [24]. The development of collaborative strategies in games has been observed also in other city-based games, like in the CityTag project [25].

B. Social Matching and Social Networking

With this scenario we want to highlight the possibility to enhance the social aspects of collaborative learning in the city environment mainly in two ways: by strengthening the feeling of connectedness among friends and by promoting interaction with strangers based on affinity. See Table II for an example.

### Table II. Scenario 2 – Social Matching and Social Networking

| Back to school | Anna updates her profile on the mobile by setting ‘pollution’ among her interests. A few minutes later, the affinity system of the school notifies her about someone else in her vicinity that has similar interests (serendipity). Anna decides to send a message to this peer and invite him/her to meet. The other peer accepts, it is Cristine, a student that Anna does not know so well. They sit together at a table and they discuss about their common interests. Cristine is doing an assignment about greenhouse effect and its local impact. Anna thinks that she could integrate Cristine’s information on the assignment she has to write, while some of the information that Anna collected during her visit could be useful for Cristine as well. They exchange their contacts and agree in sharing their information (serendipity and interaction). Eventually, Anna starts writing her assignment, so she sets the status of her mobile to “busy working”. Then, she checks the status of her friend and she finds out that also George has set the same status. He is probably working on their assignment as well. She sends him a message that will hopefully cheer him up. She feels more connected to her companion, and starts working more enthusiastically (interaction). |

The sense of connectedness is described in [26] as “a positive emotional experience which is characterized by a feeling of staying in touch within ongoing social relationships” p.1.

The research group working on the New Sense of Place project believed that the location-signaling capability of a system holds great potential in the sense of collective presence in a landscape. In [20], the authors showed how shared spatial location and interaction through ‘hybrid exhibit’ across the digital and physical worlds can create “socially engaging experience” and a sense of “co-presence”. The possibility for locating our friends can improve our sense of being a community [2]. The mediaBoard system, presented earlier, also supports a ‘community of practice’ approach [15] making a group of learners feel more involved in what they are doing together [21]. As outlined in [27], connectedness plays an important role in determining students’ well being as well as their readiness of getting involved with others in relation to the work they have to perform and their learning. They also stressed that physical connectedness, i.e. sharing the same physical spaces, does not necessarily imply feeling connected. For instance, when students are visiting a site they are not necessarily “in touch” with the other visitors.

In the MyArtSpace project, the authors proposed a system to support museum visit through mobile phone web-based services. The system, among other functionalities, gave the possibility to pupils to visualize who else has collected the information about an exhibit, so they could find each other and discuss about it face-to-face [28]. This solution, however, was not so successful. Students were already engaged in collaboration in small group and they probably did not need further discussions with other peers. A possible solution to this problem might be represented by another system; Szymanski et al. [29] proposed an electronic audio guidebook system to support interaction among companions during museums and cultural heritage sites. Their prototype implements a so called eavesdrop functionality that promoted exploration of the surroundings without hindering interaction with others.

Jones & Hiltz [30] stressed the importance of People-to-People-to-geographical-Place, or P3-Systems that by providing location information can reinforce existing social bonds, and help individuals to meet appropriate people and “turn acquaintances into friends” [30]. CampusMesh represents one of these systems; it is a location aware geotemporal social matching application. Many other examples can be found in [30]. However, there are not so many examples of systems designed for collaborative learning applications. MapTribe, for instance, is a collaborative mobile learning tool that enables group of users to display the map of the city and the position of their friends, supporting social networking but not supporting social matching [5]. Borcea, Gupta, Kalra, Jones, & Ifode [31] presented the MobiSoC architecture for mobile social computing applications to improve social connectivity, but also support other functionalities, like the People-People Affinity Learning module that computes social affinities based on factors like similar interests, similar background, common friends, or co-location.
C. Support Active Participation

In this subsection, by active participation we mean supporting participation in the life of a community, in particular of the city. Table III presents a possible scenario. In the following we present a number of systems that promote and support active participation.

Cherubini & Nova [5] suggested that IT, and location awareness applications in particular, may support a shift of attitudes from people that are simply living the city towards a more vibrant citizenry that can master it. In their opinion, people who master the city “have an active attitude towards the community, they are interested in local politics and want to be up to date with all the activities or initiatives around”. On the other hand, people who live the city are those that are not “interested in exploring unknown parts of the city, feel not responsible for the public aspect of the city, etc.” pp.1. We share their believe that IT by offering new services that are more social and situated, could fill the gap between a passive citizen to a more active one. Recent research efforts have actually started looking at active participation in the city.

Pleasurable Cities, for instance, was a FutureLab (www.futurelab.org.uk) exploratory study that looked at how the technology owned by young people could be used to encourage them to express their opinions about their local communities. The main objective was “to provide new channels for young people to express their use of space, and to discuss and comment on their expectations and desires for any development or change of those places” [10] pp.2. This was realized by supporting the link between visual real world signs and virtual conversations, both locally via text messages and remotely via web-based message boards, this also gave visibility to their contributions.

A few more projects from FutureLab should be mentioned discussing this specific role of technology. One of these projects is Snapshot that approaches citizenship education through the activity of news photography. It is intended to immerse users in a virtual environment where the social and cultural issues important to today’s young people are played out, in order to engage them by asking to take a stand as they investigate and report on the actions they observe [32].

The Municipality has recently made available a web service to allow citizens to send in comments and suggestions for improving the town (encouraging exploration and interaction).

The local school is out for a day in the park. Year 1 notices that the access to the park is rather dangerous for the small ones and for disabled. They therefore decide to submit the issue to the municipality. On the spot, they take some pictures of the area and upload them to the new system with some explanation of the problem (exploration). In the coming days many others leave comments and annotations, confirming that this is actually a problem. Some suggests solutions by attaching sketching to the initial message (serendipity and interaction). A group of architecture students volunteers to design a solution as part of their semester project. Soon this will become a case that the municipality has to address.

MobiMission, instead, is a social game in which players use camera phones with location-based capabilities to create, share and reply to missions created by other. Its main purpose is to engage players in new activities with the physical world and with each other [33].

Active participation can also be realized in other ways. eCell, for instance, promotes active participation through appropriation. Students could claim unused spaces to work with their project and group activities [34]. eCell also support the visibility of learning that is discussed in the next subsection. The Participate projects, instead, promote active participation by making the citizens more aware of what is happening in their environment. The main objective of this project is to promote, through pervasive, online and broadcast media new kinds of mass-participatory events. Within this project a game called “Professor Tanda” has been developed in order to engage the public and make people reflect and be aware of their behavior’s environmental impact [35].

D. Support Visibility of Learning

With this scenario we want to highlight the possibility to support visibility of learning, see example in Table IV. We believe this is an aspect that should be supported in a urban environment in order to promote the integration of educational initiatives in the activities of the city. Many systems promote and support visibility of learning in a variety of ways.

The eCell is a prototype system for supporting group/project activities in school environments. It consists of a private, inner display and a public, outer display that allowed people passing by the eCell system to learn about others activities [36]. Morken et al. [27] stressed the utility of shared display systems to promote cooperation among students by giving visibility to information, indirectly support coordination and supporting socialization.

Roschelle & Pea [37] presented the ImageMap system developed by SRI International as “an assessment feedback system for supporting media-rich learning conversations” pp.9. Students receive on their handheld device an image (e.g., graph, map, photo) and a question
related to it. Each student annotates the image with a response that is sent back to a server. This server receives these responses, aggregates and projects them on a public display, showing also the distribution pattern of different answers, allowing students and teachers to see and discuss about them.

Within this scenario we want to briefly present also other projects that enable interaction and exploration in public places of educational contents that have not necessarily been produced through a learning activity. However, they offer the possibility for learning in a public place, making learning visible to co-located people. La Piazza project represents one example. La Piazza focuses on intergenerational learning in public spaces, e.g. museums, community centers, civic networks, installations in public squares. The focus of this project is both on learning scenarios supported by technology in public social spaces, and the ecological integration of technology interfaces and tools in the physical architecture of those public spaces to support meaningful and playful intergenerational learning activities [38]. One of the La Piazza project case studies is represented by the Space Signpost (www.spacesignpost.com), which is a signpost installed outdoors in Bristol's Millennium Square, that makes space science accessible and visible to everyone.

E. Remarks

As underlined before, the distinction that we provide here is mainly for analytical purposes. Most of the systems presented here support only one of the roles identified. However, the different roles are often played in an interleaved way in many other systems, as shown in Fig. 2. For example, the eCell [36] system support performance of shared tasks within a group through the use of the inner display; but it also supports active participation and visibility of learning through the outer public display. MyArtSpace [28] is another example of a system supporting both shared tasks performance (in the museums and in the classroom) and social matching, prompting people that have viewed the same exhibit, etc.

III. CONTEXTUALIZING LEARNING

From the discussion on technology in the previous section, we see that city-wide applications that support collaborative learning have considerable potential in supporting both formal and informal learning. The full potential can be realized only by acknowledging and supporting the processes of collaborative knowledge creation that take place thanks to the interaction with different actors inside and outside the performance of predefined tasks. Now more than ever there is a need to acknowledge that learning comes from exploration, interaction, and serendipity. City-wide applications have the potential to support these facets of learning in ways that were not possible with traditional desktop applications.

Supporting these facets of learning requires technology that helps learners to take advantage of their context to promote learning. The capability of technology to capture the physical surrounding context until few years ago has been rather limited, being mainly based on direct users’ input or on tracking of the status of the situation as represented in the computer. The emergence of mobile and ubiquitous computing has opened new possibilities to build an increased awareness of the surrounding context, for example by tracking the position of users or by sensing environmental data, e.g. the temperature. These possibilities have often led to an increased interest in context-aware computing. Many of the applications in this area are however based on oversimplified accounts of the context where a user is acting [39]. A contextualization of learning to be successful has to take into account that the context is not only given by physical variables, like the location or temperature, but more importantly it has to take into account social aspects. In this perspective we refer to the notion of situated learning introduced by Lave & Wenger [40] to stress that learning does not happen in a vacuum but is situated in a given context. In this perspective, the acquisition of knowledge should not be fragmented and detached, but tied to a specific context [40]. When situating learning, it is important to account for local and remote social networks, both predefined and emerging, in order to support collaboration within predefined social structure but also to take advantage of serendipitous learning that might be triggered, for example, by people co-location.

In this perspective, we think that the most interesting scenarios for city-wide collaborative learning are the ones that provide a high degree of situatedness with respect to the social network and the place where learning experiences take place (Fig. 3).

![Figure 2. Mapping projects to the identified roles](image)

![Figure 3. Relevance for city-wide learning scenarios](image)

All these scenarios have in common the need to provide representations and management of social networks that users are involved in and of the places that these social networks inhabits. Designing applications that support these scenarios will require to provide:
• Representations of social networks that are flexible but meaningful, capturing, when needed, the different forms of interleaving of multiple social structures.
• Mechanisms to support participation of users to multiple communities, considering the need of building an overview while keeping focus, and the collaborative co-construction of identity, at the individual and community level, through interaction and participation.
• Mechanisms to share places within communities of users, supporting different levels of abstraction from the geographical positioning and associating them with conventions and rules of conduct.
• Mechanisms to define shared context of learning, taking into account physical and social aspects of the context, and to support the co-construction of shared meaning within different social networks.

We suggest that these requirements should be realized through basic services on top of which more specific applications might be built.

A. Design for a dynamic system

In general, the context of any learning experience is dynamic, though the level of dynamicity might vary. New people might enter into the social network, different services might be made available, new places might become relevant for a community. As outlined in [41] the required flexibility can be provided only with a technological infrastructure that supports the rapid development of learning applications and their deployment, promoting grass-root innovation”. In fact, designing systems that satisfy the varying and dynamically changing needs of communities is challenging. Though a system might function well at a certain point in time, it might not necessarily be able to evolve with the community. It is important therefore to design learning systems that are not monolithic entities, but are rather a dynamic and contextualized composition of services satisfying specific needs. In this perspective one of the challenges ahead is to look at commonalities among different contexts to identify basic services that can then be combined, possibly by end-users, to provide more complex support. This is one of the main challenges addressed in our project. Design and development, in this perspective, have to be strongly coupled with deployment. In fact, learning systems are complex socio-technical systems. Support must be provided to promote this co-evolution, in the form, for example, of guidelines, tailoring facilities, end-user development tools.

Learning systems require a high degree of tailoring to the specific needs. The tailoring might go from setting of predefined parameters to the actual development of new services, following the paradigm of end-user development [42]. Given the complexity of defining the context and its evolution, different mechanisms, with different level of automation and user control, should be in place. Also, support should be provided to allow users to easily make available within communities resources that are relevant and share them with others, creating a shared context for learning.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we identified four different roles that technology can play in supporting city-wide collaborative learning, mostly for co-located peers rather than remote ones. For future work we might consider other roles as well, such as real world and virtual world collaboration, etc. However, for each of the roles presented here we provided an illustrative scenario and references to some literature. Based on the identified roles we outlined challenges for technology design. In particular, we suggested that there is a need to support the definition of common services to ease the development of applications for specific learning experiences. In this paper we identified community and place management as two services that are core to city-wide applications.

This paper does not provide any technological or theoretical final solution. Rather, it reflects on the role of technology to start the definition of a design space for the support of city-wide collaborative learning. Identifying the roles of technology and challenges is the first step.

Our future work includes looking in more depth what kind of social networks are relevant in collaborative city-wide learning, what kind of support they need for interaction and development, and what kind of shared places are meaningful and need to be provided. Future work will also include the development of specific services and their combination to realize applications fulfilling the needs of specific learning communities. In this process, potential users will play a central role.
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